We call a Delta Diagram any diagram of a knot or link whose regions (including the unbounded one) have 3, 4, or 5 sides. We prove that any knot or link admits a delta diagram. We define and estimate combinatorial link invariants stemming from this definition.
Introduction
This article is about the graphical structure of a link diagram. Specifically, we prove that any link can be represented by a diagram whose regions (including the unbounded one) possess 3, 4, or 5 sides; we call these Delta Diagrams. More precisely, we prove that, starting from a braid closure representation of the link, we can deform it in order to obtain an equivalent delta diagram, see Theorem 3.1.
Delta diagrams are particular cases of lune-free diagrams -diagrams which do not possess regions with 2 sides (lunes). In this context, the present article is a sequel to [6] , where we proved that any link diagram can be deformed into a lune-free diagram. We called this process "delunification". We showed this process can be realized via finite sequences of Reidemeister moves. Furthermore, we proved we can choose these finite sequences of Reidemeister moves so that a diagram equipped with a non-trivial Fox coloring, preserves its number of colors all the way through its delunification. Thus, the minimum number of colors is attained on lune-free diagrams and we can search for these minima over the smaller class of lune-free diagrams. As of 16 crossings things become intractable. Perhaps with a subclass of lune-free diagrams things would become intractable at a (much) later stage? This prompted us into the investigations which led to the current article.
We warn the reader that the links studied in this article are non-split links. That is, they do not isotope into disconnected components. The reason is that disconnected components can be resolved into delta diagrams on their own.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the relevant definitions and the auxiliary results. In Section 3 we prove the main result, the fact that a knot or link can be represented by a diagram whose regions have 3, 4, or 5 sides -called below delta diagrams. In Subsection 3.1 we present an upper bound on the number of crossings produced by the transformation into a delta diagram. In Section 4 we prove that a connected lune-free diagram has at least one triangle which is adjacent to another triangle or to a tetragon or to a pentagon (Theorem 4.1). We prove this result using the method of discharging. This result prompts us to define invariants which we list in Subsection 4.1. In Section 5 we define further invariants associated to the delta diagrams and lune-free diagrams. Finally, in Section 6 we list a number of questions for future research.
The article [1] came to our attention after writing the present one. In it the authors give a different proof that links have delta diagrams. We feel our proof is significantly different from theirs to justify publication of the current article.
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Preliminaries
Definition 2.1. We call delta diagram any diagram of a knot or link whose regions have 3, 4, or 5 sides.
In Figure 1 we illustrate how to obtain a delta diagram for the Hopf link from the braid closure of σ 2 1 . This treatment of the Hopf link is completely different from that we will be applying to the other knots and links. Our technique will rely on drawing arcs through regions in order to break them down into regions with less sides. At this point the following Lemma is crucial. Proof. Figure 2 shows that it is only as of skipping 2 sides that an arc drawn through a region is able to break it down into regions with less sides (but more than 2). Figure 3 shows where this procedure does not work. Specifically, with a 3-sided region it is not possible to skip 2 sides. With a 4-sided region if 2
Figure 2: An n-side region and an arc driven through it skipping 0 sides (leftmost case), 1 side (middle case), or 2 sides (rightmost case). The numbers outside the n-sided region enumerate the sides, the numbers inside the regions count the number of sides. sides are skipped, then 0 sides will be also skipped. With a 5-sided region if 2 sides are skipped than 1 side will also be skipped. This concludes the proof.
Leaning on the representation of knots or links as closures of braids, for braid words with more than two letters, we prove that any knot or link has a delta diagram. We develop a technique based on the introduction of kinks (see Figure 4 ) that allows us to obtain a delta diagram equivalent to the braid closure form in which the knot under study was originally represented. We remark that final product is no longer a braid closure. 3 Proof that knots and links can be represented by delta diagrams.
We now prove the main theorem of this article. Proof. The proof for the Hopf link is in Figure 1 . The reader should look at Figures 5 and 11 since they stand for the beginning and the end of the kinkification applied to a knot, in this case 10 35 .
The proof relies on the fact that each knot or link can be represented as the closure of a braid (cf. [3] ). We remark that we insist on having a braid word with an even number of σ 
Consequences of the kinkification
We observe that at the end of the Step 1 of our kinkification of the braid closure in order to obtain a delta diagram, we obtain a braid closure again. It is only after Step 2 of the process that we end up with a diagram other than a braid closure. It would be interesting if it would be possible to modify Step 2 so that the final product would be a braid closure.
Furthermore, we have control over the number of crossings of our final product. 
Theorem 3.2. Let L be a link and n be the crossing number of L. Then the increase in the number of crossings of the delta diagram obtained by kinkification as described in the proof of Theorem 3.1 (when compared with the number of crossings of a minimal diagram of L) is bounded above by
where N = n + (n − 1)(n − 2) Figure 9 are analogous to the instances (i) through (iii) in the current Figure except that the last swing of the first arc already breaks them down into regions with the required number of sides. There is only one exception here which is the region labeled X in Figure 9 which is instance (iv) depicted and dealt with in Figure 15 .
Proof. We begin by noting that the number of Seifert circles for any diagram of L is bounded above by the number of crossings. This follows from the fact that, since L does not have trivial components, then the number of Seifert circles is maximized on a diagram where as we go along it, from each crossing there stems a Seifert circle. Also, the braid index is bounded above by the number of crossings. We now consider a diagram of L with c crossings. Then we apply Vogel's procedure ( [9] ) to obtain where s stands for the number of Seifert circles [9] . Assuming our braid closure now has N crossings we will now apply our kinkification procedure in order to obtain a delta diagram from it. In Step 1, for each pair of crossings we introduce a kink (≤ N/2 more crossings) and each of these hover about the braid entanglement twice ( produced by the introduction of the kinks in Step 1 (twice, actually, so ≤ 2 × N crossings produced). Then it goes over the middle section (b ≤ N crossings produced). Then over the arcs produced by the kinks introduced in Step 1 again (already accounted for). Finally, it adds 3 more crossings at the bottom of the diagram. The total contribution of Step 2 for the increase on the number of crossings is then
4N + 3
Hence the kinkification increases the number of crossings, N , by adding not more than
crossings to the braid closure it was applied to. We now compose this result with the preceding estimate of not more than c + (c − 1)(c − 2)
crossings from the passage from diagram to closure of braid. The proof is complete. Proof. Let f i stand for the number of regions with i sides on a given diagram. Then, from Euler's formula (see [4] ),
Discharging Procedures
which amounts to
In particular, any lune-free diagram has f 2 = 0. Thus it amounts to
Therefore any lune-free diagram has to have triangles since the remaining coefficients are negative or zero. We regard each of the coefficients in this formula as a charge associated with a region. Each region with i sides is assigned the charge 4 − i. Note that only triangles have positive charge.
We are now in a position to make an argument by discharging (see [2] ). By discharging we mean taking a positive amount of charge from a region and placing it in an adjacent region. For example suppose we have a triangle with charge 1 and an adjacent region with charge c. Change the charge on the triangle by subtracting 1/3 and the charge in the adjacent region to c + 1/3. The total sum of the charges remains the same. Now suppose that no triangle in the diagram is adjacent to a 3-gon, a 4-gon or a 5-gon. Consider discharging triangles into regions with i sides, i ≥ 6, as described above. The worst case is when every edge of the region has a discharge. Then the new charge in the region would be 4 − i + i/3 = 12−2i 3
≤ 0 for i ≥ 6. Thus by discharging all the triangles we would have the sum of all the charges less than or equal to zero. This is a contradiction. And therefore we conclude that there must be at least one triangle which is adjacent to a 4-gon or a 5-gon.
In Figure 19 we present an example of a planar tetravalent graph and of a link diagram without 2-sided regions and whose triangles do not share edges with tetragons nor pentagons.
Feature invariants from the Discharging Procedure Theorem 4.1
In this section and the next we give a number of feature invariants of knots and links. A feature invariant is obtained from a combinatorial property of a diagram by minimizing over the appearance of the number of such properties in all diagrams that represent a given knot or link. For example, every diagram has a certain number of crossings. By minimizing the crossing number we obtain an invariant that is usually called the minimal crossing number of a knot of link. Here we have features such as adjacency of triangles with other triangles and we can minimize or maximize the count of such occurrences. There are many feature invariants suggested by the present work, and we hope that some of them will turn out to be significant for the theory of knots and links. 
Questions
Many good questions arise in formulating lune-free and delta diagrams. Here are three questions that we would like to see answered.
1. What is the minimum number of colors of a link restricted to delta diagrams? Is it the same as over all diagrams of this link?
2. If the preceding is not true then is it true that knots admitting minimal colorings modulo one of 2, 3, 5, or 7, also admit delta diagrams supporting such a minimal coloring?
3. Determine for a given link K all minimal crossing delta diagrams.
4. Can we change the procedure in Step 2 (or even already in Step 1) of the kinkification so that the final product is the closure of a braid?
5. Find an upper bound for the number of faces produced by the kinkification in terms of crossing number.
